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A methodological guide for applying the social-ecological system (SES)
framework: a review of quantitative approaches
Ben Nagel 1,2   and Stefan Partelow 1 

ABSTRACT. We conducted a systematic review of the literature applying Elinor Ostrom’s social-ecological systems framework (SESF),
with a focus on studies using quantitative methodologies. We synthesized the step-by-step methodological decisions made across 51
studies into a methodological guide and decision tree for future applications of the framework. A synthesis of trends within each
methodological step is provided in detail. Our descriptive summary is followed by a critical discussion of how this heterogeneity can
lead to ambiguity in the interpretation of findings and hinder synthesis work. These critical reflections are supported by a survey of
22 scholars, each having been a co-author on at least one of the articles reviewed in this study, on the methodological challenges for
applying the framework going forward.
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INTRODUCTION
The social-ecological systems framework (SESF) remains one of
the most highly cited and empirically applied conceptual
frameworks for diagnosing social-ecological systems (Ostrom,
2007, 2009, McGinnis and Ostrom 2014). Notably, the SESF does
not have a methodological guide or a standardized set of
procedures to empirically apply it. This is to some extent by design,
to allow flexibility in how methods are adapted to diverse contexts
(McGinnis and Ostrom 2014). However, this has led to highly
heterogeneous applications and challenges in designing a
coherent set of data collection and analysis methods across cases.

A main challenge is that methodology is a general term, which
actually refers to a set of stepwise specific procedures which can
include study design, conceptualization of variables and indictors
for data collection, empirical or secondary data collection, data
processing and cleaning, data analysis, as well as data
visualization, communication, and sharing. Although the SESF
provides a uniform set of variables, it does not indicate any of the
other necessary steps for a robust scientific study. Applying the
SESF is not a method itself, but it is arguably a theory-derived
conceptual guide for focusing the methods a researcher does
choose on a set of variables that have previous empirical support
in shaping commons, institutional development and change, and/
or collective action outcome. Thus, scholars are forced to either
mirror previous studies or develop their own procedures, leaving
heterogeneous applications that enable contextually tailored
approaches but hinder comparability across studies.  

The focus of this study is to explicitly synthesize the methods
applied in SESF studies by systematically reviewing published
quantitative applications of the SESF and to develop a
methodological guide for the framework’s continued application
while highlighting the challenges in current literature. A guide is
useful so that scholars can map their methodological choices more
transparently, sparking reflections for their own study designs and
better enabling the systematic communication of study
methodological decisions to others. To apply the SES framework,
a series of methodological steps are needed. These steps have been
referred to by Partelow (2018) as methodological gaps, because
if  they are not explicitly defined by authors, they can lead to a

lack of transparency for future comparability and interpretability
by other scholars. The methodological gaps include: the (1)
variable definition gap, (2) variable to indicator gap, (3) the
measurement gap, (4) the data transformation gap.  

Focusing on methodologies is important for two reasons. First,
synthesis research to build theoretical insights across SES
applications has been a challenge because the full spectrum of
methodological designs and concept definitions are often not fully
published or are simply too heterogeneous for making
contextually meaningful comparisons (Thiel et al. 2015, Partelow
2018, Cumming et al. 2020, Cox et al. 2021). For example,
Villamayor-Tomas et al. (2020) found that the majority of
reviewed models from 30 SESF studies were lacking detail
regarding what methods or approaches were used to identify the
relationships between variables that the authors were presenting.
Second, the SESF itself  does not provide any explanation of the
factors or causal relationships that are shaping the observed SES
problem or phenomena. The framework only provides a common
vocabulary and a diagnostic conceptual organization of 1st-tier
component interactions, not a procedure regarding how or which
methods should be applied with the SESF to investigate these
factors.  

The methodological guide proposed from this review is applicable,
in our view, to all future applications of the framework, both
quantitative and qualitative. Nonetheless, quantitative methods
were used as the basis for the review because they typically follow
systematic procedures for data collection and analysis through
the discipline of statistics, which in the data collection phase,
translates empirical observations into comparable sets of
numbers that can be analyzed with standardized analytical
techniques. Specifically defined indicators and variables are
needed for quantification along with specific steps to
appropriately transform and analyze data, in contrast to
qualitative studies, in which reproducibility and generalizable
measurement may not be possible or is not the goal of the research.
Reproducible criteria for how variables are measured in
qualitative studies is by nature more difficult because a primary
objective in many qualitative contexts is the rich analysis of data,
contexts, and processes not easily reduced to individual variables
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(Queirós et al. 2017) and often focused on broader knowledge
transferability than specific data comparability (Guba 1981).  

Previous studies have outlined sets of questions or procedures for
applying the framework more specifically, such as for
conceptualizing and defining the case SES and action situation
(Hinkel et al. 2014, 2015, Partelow 2016). However, there is no
systematic or procedural guide with a focus on outlining different
methodological strategies and choices. As such, this review aims
to make two major contributions. First, to review current
applications of the SESF to compile a multi-step guide of
methodological steps for applying the SESF framework. Second,
to use these results as a base for constructively analyzing current
trends, inconsistencies, and challenges in applying the framework
to date and to highlight needed methodological advancements
and paths forward in SESF research. Through a systematic review
of SESF methodologies, we explored the methodological
heterogeneity and gaps across the literature and discuss how this
heterogeneity can lead to ambiguity for synthesis work.
Combined with feedback from a survey regarding ongoing SESF
challenges from 22 co-authors of publications included in this
review, we identified methodological strategies at each step of
study design, data collection, and analysis and then we provide a
synthetic methodological guide to inform future applications,
while also positing critical reflections on the limitations of current
approaches.

FRAMEWORK AND REVIEW METHODOLOGY

Social-ecological systems framework
The SESF was developed to conduct institutional analyses on
natural resource systems and diagnose related collective action
challenges. The core of the framework provides a decomposable
list of variables situated around an “action situation” in which
actors make decisions and actions based on the available
information within their positions, which enables researchers to
structure diagnostic inquiry and compare findings. Although
most empirical applications of the SESF have established some
theoretical ties to the study of the commons and collective action
(Partelow 2018), the SESF was conceived and gained traction as
a useful tool for the broader characterization and analysis of SES
sustainability (Ostrom 2009) and as a “theory-neutral”
framework that can be used with other theories or to build new
theories (McGinnis and Ostrom 2014, Cox et al. 2016). For a more
complete history of the SESF and its connection to the
institutional analysis and design (IAD) framework, see its
foundational publications (Ostrom, 2007, 2009, McGinnis and
Ostrom 2014) as well as previous syntheses and reviews (Thiel et
al. 2015, Partelow 2018, 2019).  

The SESF is divided into several 1st-tier components representing
social and ecological as well as external factors and system
interactions and outcomes, each divided into multiple 2nd-tier
variables (Ostrom 2009; Table 1). By breaking down an SES into
a set of decomposable, nested, and generalizable concepts, the
SESF aims to achieve a dual purpose, (1) facilitating an
understanding of the specific and contextual factors influencing
SES outcomes at a fine local scale and (2) also sharing a common
general vocabulary of variables to facilitate the identification of
commonalities across cases to build policy recommendations and
theory at varying levels of generalizability (Basurto and Ostrom
2009, Ostrom and Cox 2010).

Table 1. 1st- and 2nd-tier variables of the SESF. Adapted from
McGinnis and Ostrom (2014).
 
1st-tier variables 2nd-tier variables

Social, Economic, and
Political Settings (S)

S1- Economic development
S2- Demographic trends
S3- Political stability
S4- Other governance systems
S5- Markets
S6- Media organizations
S7- Technology

Resource Systems (RS) RS1- Sector (e.g., water, forests, pasture)
RS2- Clarity of system boundaries
RS3- Size of resource system
RS4- Human-constructed facilities
RS5- Productivity of system
RS6- Equilibrium properties
RS7- Predictability of system dynamics
RS8- Storage characteristics
RS9- Location

Governance Systems (GS) GS1- Government organizations
GS2- Non-governmental organizations
GS3- Network structure
GS4- Property-rights systems
GS5- Operational rules
GS6- Collective choice rules
GS7- Constitutional rules
GS8- Monitoring and sanctioning

Resource Units (RU) RU1- Resource unit mobility
RU2- Growth or replacement rate
RU3- Interaction among resource units
RU4- Economic value
RU5- Number of units
RU6- Distinctive characteristics
RU7- Spatial and temporal distribution

Actors (A) A1- Number of relevant actors
A2- Socioeconomic attributes
A3- History or past experiences
A4- Location
A5- Leadership/entrepreneurship
A6- Norms (trust-reciprocity/social capital)
A7- Knowledge of SES/mental models
A8- Importance of resource (dependence)
A9- Technologies available

Interactions (I) I1- Harvesting
I2- Information sharing
I3- Deliberation processes
I4- Conflicts
I5- Investment activities
I6- Lobbying activities
I7- Self-organizing activities
I8- Networking activities
I9- Monitoring activities
I10- Evaluative activities

Outcomes (O) O1- Social performance measures
O2- Ecological performance measures
O3- Externalities to other SESs

Related Ecosystems (ECO) ECO1- Climate patterns
ECO2- Pollution patterns
ECO3- Flows into and out of SES

Although the existing literature suggests that the SESF is being
successfully applied as a contextually adaptable tool for local SES
case analysis, synthetic analysis remains a critical challenge, and
the goal of comparability across studies has arguably not been
fully realized (Partelow 2018). Scholars applying the SESF have
been innovative and exploratory in how their data are collected,
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analyzed, and reused, leading to methodological pluralism,
heterogeneity, and often ambiguity in how the SESF is or should
be applied, such as the lack of clarity in how case-relevant
variables should be selected and measured (Partelow 2018), as
well as difficulties with ambiguous or abstract variable definitions
(Hinkel et al. 2014, Thiel et al. 2015). Existing SES and commons
database synthesis efforts exist but are made more difficult by the
broad range of methodological approaches and inconsistencies
with how the framework is applied and variables measured (Cox
et al. 2020, 2021). Recent synthesis work of the SESF has noted
challenges including both the lack and heterogeneity of
information on variable relationships and causal inferences across
publications, limiting analysis to only the co-occurrence of
variables across SESF studies (Villamayor-Tomas et al. 2020).
Social-ecological systems framework applications are taking
different approaches to selecting, justifying, measuring, and
analyzing SESF variables and lack precision in concepts and
measurements (Cumming et al. 2020). We therefore identify
methodological inconsistencies in applying the SESF as one
major ongoing hurdle to comparable and synthetic SES research,
and thus the primary focus of our review.

Methods
This study applied systematic review methods to peer-reviewed
literature collected from SCOPUS, Web of Science Core
Collection, and Google Scholar between August to September
2020 (with a follow-up search in January 2021) to identify any
literature applying the SESF with some degree of quantitative
data analysis (Appendix 1, Fig. A1.1). The initial SCOPUS and
Web of Science title/abstract search used search terms (TITLE-
ABSTRACT ("social-ecological system* framework" OR “social
ecological system* framework”) OR "SES framework") OR
TITLE-ABSTRACT ("social-ecological system*" AND "framework"
AND Ostrom")) OR TITLE-ABSTRACT ("social-ecological
system*" AND "SESF")) and a follow-up search with Google
Scholar to identify any additional publications, which after
removing duplicates resulted in an initial set of 330 peer-reviewed
publications. Because a key focus of this review is on the
heterogeneity of explicit methodological procedures and variable
measurements affecting generalizability, comparability, and
reproducibility of results, we chose to focus on completely or
mixed-methods quantitative applications of the SESF, which are
more likely to face limitations in these regards. These criteria
included all publications that applied the SESF and analyzed any
amount of quantitative raw or transformed data. Publications
with any ambiguities with regard to these criteria were discussed
between co-authors to reach consensus on inclusion in the review.
A title/abstract scan removed all publications not applying the
SESF, followed by a full-text review to identify those applying a
quantitative analysis, which identified 46 publications. A follow-
up search in January 2021 identified 4 additional publications and
1 additional publication was identified during peer-review,
resulting in a total of 51 publications for final review. Each article
was evaluated using a standardized coding form that was pre-
tested by the authors for consistency. The review followed two
guiding questions: (1) How is the SESF being applied with
quantitative/mixed-methods quantitative approaches (sectors,
research aims, and analytical methods)? (2) How are the 2nd-tier
SESF variables being applied (variable selection criteria, data
collection, measurable indicator selection criteria)?  

To answer these questions, we coded the following data from each
publication: purpose for applying the SESF, focal SES analyzed,
data analysis methods, challenges in applying the SESF, 2nd-tier
variable selection and inclusion criteria, measurable indicator
selection, data collection methods, and data type. We make an
important distinction between “variables,” or the generally
defined 2nd-tier concepts of the SESF, and “indicators” referring
to how the variables are actually measured. Any ambiguities
during the coding and evaluation process were flagged and
discussed between co-authors to reach consensus. Initial coding
was completed in February 2021. To gather more explicit
reflections from researchers regarding SESF methodological
challenges, critiques, and reflections, a researcher survey was also
conducted. The survey questionnaire was distributed to all
corresponding authors of the reviewed publications starting in
February 2021 and consisted of Likert scale and full-text response
questions about their experiences with the SESF. The full list of
reviewed publications can be found in Appendix 2, 2nd-tier SESF
variable indicators from reviewed publications in Appendix 3, and
the evaluation forms, procedure, and author survey questionnaire
in Appendix 4. The guide steps were developed based on gaps and
trends in the SESF literature, in particular the previously noted
methodological gaps in the SESF (Partelow 2018) and were
further iterated based on the results of the review, researcher
survey, experiences in planning our own research with the SESF,
and on-going discussions between novice and experienced SESF
researchers in our working group.

RESULTS

A multi-step methodological guide for applying the social-
ecological systems (SES) framework
Our findings indicate that researchers applying the SESF make a
series of methodological choices that can be organized into a
multi-step guide that includes all the aggregated choice options
across studies at each step. We present this as a 10-step
methodological guide and decision tree (Fig. 1). The steps are
arranged in what we identified as a generally logical order, but
the specific order of operations is likely to vary based on specific
research aims. The branches within the decision tree for each
numbered step are not all-encompassing, but instead represent,
for each step, the categories that were identified and coded in the
reviewed SESF publications, with a handful of potential
additional categories identified by the authors. A total of 22
complete responses to the SESF researcher survey were received
from co-authors of the 51 reviewed publications. Likert-scale
survey responses are presented in Figure 2, and Appendix 1 (Table
A1.1) summarizes categories of responses to the short answer
survey questions.

(1) What is the primary purpose for applying the SESF?
The SESF is generally positioned as a tool to guide diagnostic
SES inquiry, but how it is actually applied varies substantially.
One application may develop theoretically derived hypotheses on
how 2nd-tier variables are linked to collective action and self-
organization in a case (e.g., Klümper and Theesfeld 2017, Su et
al. 2020). Others might take an inductive approach, using the
SESF to code and compare local perceptions of the SES (e.g.,
Ziegler et al. 2019, Partelow et al. 2021), or use the SESF basis to
develop a model of individual actor behavior in an SES (e.g.,
Cenek and Franklin 2017, Lindkvist et al. 2017).
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Fig. 1. A methodological guide for applying the SESF. All decision tree branches for each step represent “and/or” considerations.
Categories were coded based on the reviewed publications. † denotes categories which were not coded from the reviewed
publications, but which we identify as additional potential considerations for that step.
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Table 2. 2nd-tier variable frequency by 1st-tier component category (n = 26 publications), and general variable selection criteria (n = 51
publications). Note: SESF = social-ecological systems framework, SES = social-ecological system.
 
1st-tier component Total frequency of 2nd-tier

variables
Criteria guiding selection of SESF
variables

No. of publications

Actors (A) 108 Literature review 28
Resource System (RS) 74 Local SES actor knowledge 12
Governance System (GS) 64 Data availability/scarcity 11
Resource Units (RU) 39 Previous research on the case SES 6
Interactions (I) 32 Researcher’s expert knowledge 5
Outcomes (O) 16 No inclusion criteria given 5
Related Ecosystems (ECO) 12
Social, Economic, and Political Setting (S) 12

Fig. 2. Summary of Likert-scale responses to social-ecological
systems framework (SESF) researcher survey. n = 23 responses.

Most respondents to the researcher survey stated that it was clear
how to apply the SESF to their research, how to use the SESF to
support theory building and testing, and how to identify relevant
variables for a given case. The SESF was typically chosen by
respondents because of its clear and coherent organizational
structure and comprehensive coverage of a wide range of social and
ecological dimensions, however, nearly a third (n = 7) of respondents
chose the SESF at least in part due to its origins in the study of the
commons and collective action theory. In our synthetic review, we
broadly categorized the purpose for applying the framework as
extracted from introduction and methods sections of reviewed
publications. Although most studies incorporate multiple
objectives, the majority of reviewed publications applied the
framework with the primary aim of predicting explanatory social-
ecological drivers of (typically a small number of) measured
dependent variables representing SES outcomes (e.g., Fujitani et al.
2020, Okumu and Muchapondwa 2020; n = 31). The remaining
publications were divided between characterization of SESs through
descriptive or diagnostic measurements of the important variables
(e.g., Leslie et al. 2015, Rocha et al. 2020; n = 10), testing or projecting
potential future SES scenarios through simulations or models of
system behavior (e.g., Baur and Binder 2015, Cenek and Franklin
2017; n = 5), or social learning aimed at understanding or better
integrating local SES user knowledge and perspectives (e.g.,
Delgado-Serrano et al. 2015, Oviedo and Bursztyn 2016; n = 5).
This broader purpose or goal in applying the SESF informs a wide
heterogeneity of methodological decisions and considerations
leading to the final study outcome.

(2) Is inter- or transdisciplinary research needed to appropriately
conduct the study?
Research with the SESF often requires the integration of concepts
and data from a wide array of disciplines. Researchers must
consider whether adequately analyzing, describing, or diagnosing
an SES may require the integration of diverse knowledge types
and formats. This integration can take place across multiple
dimensions, levels, and scales (Guerrero et al. 2018). Common
criticisms of the SESF, for instance, note that the framework itself
developed from disciplinary roots in the social sciences, and it is
lacking an equivalent depth of consideration of ecological
processes and theories (Epstein et al. 2013, Vogt et al. 2015). Our
review found that ecological variables are underrepresented
compared to social variables in SESF studies (Table 2), and SESF
researchers are also more likely to rely on secondary data for
ecological variables than for social variables (Fig. 3).  

Integration of different scientific disciplinary expertise
(interdisciplinary; Hicks et al. 2010, Bennett et al. 2016) or of
scientific and non-scientific expertise (transdisciplinary; Caniglia
et al. 2021, Lam et al. 2021) can influence how and to what extent
all social and biophysical components and dynamics of the SES
are investigated, as well as for whom the study outcomes are
relevant and meaningful (Guerrero et al. 2018). Many reviewed
publications included stakeholders in the research through
household surveys or interviews, but only 12 studies were
identified that actually integrated stakeholders into the study co-
design process, either by influencing the research questions or
objectives, or by playing a direct role in the selection and
evaluation of relevant SESF variables. Including relevant non-
scientific stakeholders at multiple stages in the research can
increase knowledge exchange and research influence (Reyers et
al. 2015) and the SESF has been demonstrated as a tool to enhance
communication between actors in SES governance (Gurney et al.
2019, Partelow et al. 2019). Reflecting on the appropriate type
and level of integration should be an important early
methodological consideration in SESF research design.

(3) What is the focal SES(s) of analysis and factors determining
its boundaries?
Defining the SES and its boundaries is essential for determining
how the individual variables are analyzed in relation to what the
internal and external influences on those variables are. The focal
sector will also determine the degree to which the analysis could
be compared to another study or the practical implications of the
findings. Most studies are still applying the SESF to classic
common pool resource problems (van Laerhoven et al. 2020) in
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Fig. 3. Sankey flow diagrams summarizing how coded SESF variable indicators (categorized by the four most frequently applied
SESF 1st-tier components) in the reviewed literature are associated with data collection type (left) and data type (right).

sectors such as forestry and fisheries (Appendix 1, Table A1.2),
providing a larger library of sector-specific comparable studies
and variables for authors studying these SESs to reference in
designing their own research. The SESF is place-based in design,
and researchers should also consider what is within the study
system and what is external to its context, and this justification
should be established based on the research objectives. For
example, SESs often have fuzzy social and ecological boundaries
that are not easily delineated and often do not align with each
other, and how a researcher bounds the system in their study can
have implications for the study findings. The focal SESs in the
reviewed literature were described or analyzed with boundaries
based on social (n = 29), ecological (n = 8), or mixed or fuzzy
factors (n = 12; Appendix 1, Table A1.2). A study might have
increased clarity or relevance to policymakers by bounding their
analysis by administrative borders but fail to adequately capture
important ecological processes not conforming to these social
boundaries. We have included defining scope and SES boundary
clarification as a key step in our guide because of its
methodological implications for the rest of the study, but direct
researchers to an existing detailed procedure for conceptualizing
and defining the focal SES and institutional action situation of
analysis (Hinkel et al. 2015).

(4) What are the primary unit(s) of analysis, number of units,
and scales of analysis?
Who or what does the study hope to specifically inform? What is
the best spatial fit for the SES phenomena being studied?
Although most SESF studies are situated within the case context
of one or more SESs, actual units of analysis might range from

individual aquaculture ponds (Partelow et al. 2018) to residential
neighborhoods (Schmitt-Harsh and Mincey 2020) to
administrative provinces (Dressel et al. 2018). The selection of
unit of analysis, including number of units compared and spatial
and temporal levels of analysis, all impact the granularity and
types of generalizations that can be made by the study findings
and may also reflect certain practical considerations in terms of
data collection. We coded units of analysis at the individual (e.g.,
individual survey respondent), local (e.g., community), or
regional (e.g., geographic region or administrative level
encompassing multiple communities or governance units) spatial
level. Local and individual units were the most common, followed
by regional units ranging from political districts (Dressel et al.
2018, Rocha et al. 2020) to large social-ecological regions (Leslie
et al. 2015; Table 3). We categorized studies comparing 30 or more
units as large-N, following the central limit theorem (with some
studies comparing multiple units of analysis). Large-N
comparisons of individual or local units were the most common
in the reviewed literature, with only two large-N studies
comparing regional units. Additionally, although we identified
eight publications analyzing cases across multiple countries, only
three cross-national studies collected empirical data (including
two studies from the same project: Aaron MacNeil and Cinner
2013; Cinner et al. 2012), with the rest reliant entirely on existing
secondary data sources. Although our review focused primarily
on coding the number and spatial level of units of analysis, we
also emphasize the importance of a wide range of critical scales
or dimensions for SES analysis. See Glaser and Glaeser 2014 for
further reflections on these dimensions.
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Table 3. Spatial level of units of analysis vs. number of units being
compared. Some studies contain multiple units of analysis (e.g.,
households and communities).
 
Spatial level of unit(s) Large-N

(30+ units)
Small-N

(< 30 units)
Single-N

Individual (e.g., individual person, resource
unit, or household)

15 3 --

Local (e.g., community, resource system
managed by a community)

11 5 3

Regional (e.g., political units or resource
systems encompassing multiple communities)

2 7 3

(5) Which 2nd-tier SESF variables are being examined and what
are the inclusion or exclusion criteria?
No empirical studies examine all of the 2nd-tier variables in the
framework. Clearly communicating which 2nd-tier variables were
selected, and why or why not, improves understandability and
comparability. Ambiguities regarding interpreting, selecting, and
defining relevant 2nd-tier variables for a given case were the most
frequently reported negative aspect of applying the SESF in our
survey. Respondents noted the subjectivity in how variables can be
defined, allowing for great flexibility but diminishing comparability.
Challenges also exist with interpreting whether high or low “states”
of a variable may lead to favorable or unfavorable outcomes (e.g.,
variable hypotheses). Of the 51 reviewed publications, 26 provided
clear documentation of all 2nd-tier variables being examined (Fig.
4). The remaining 25 publications were excluded from 2nd-tier
variable and indicator analysis because they were either opting not
to apply the 2nd-tier variables or lacked clarity regarding which (if
any) 2nd-tier variables were being examined. For example, some
studies were merging parts of the SESF with other conceptual
frameworks, and others provided only a list of indicators categorized
by the 1st-tier components, without conclusive indication of which
(if  any) 2nd-tier variables they aligned with. In some studies, there
was a purposive decision to not to apply the 2nd-tier variables by
study authors, such as in modeling approaches focused on individual
unit behavior within the SES rather than broader SES components.
However, in many studies the reasoning was unclear. Some of the
25 excluded publications included alternative 2nd-tier variable
definitions or numbering schemes without specifying if  these
alterations were intended to be interpreted as unmodified, modified,
or entirely new 2nd-tier variables (Roquetti et al. 2017, Okumu and
Muchapondwa 2020). Modifications to the framework, including
adding variables, should be justified while noting the theoretical
inclusion criteria that the included variables were based on (Frey
and Cox 2015, Partelow 2018). Because journal word counts are
often a limiting factor, authors might consider including a clearly
formatted 2nd-tier variable appendix as supplementary material
(Leslie et al. 2015, Foster and Hope 2016, Dressel et al. 2018, Osuka
et al. 2020).  

Each study selects this subset of variables based on criteria such as
expected relevance to the study. Was a variable excluded because it
was not empirically meaningful for the case, because it was
potentially relevant but not easily empirically measurable, or
because it was not in the authors’ interest to examine it? Was a
variable included because the authors have formulated a clear

hypothesis for its case relevance or because an abundance of
secondary data are readily available to measure it? In the reviewed
publications, existing literature and theory was the most common
reported criteria, followed by local SES actor expert knowledge,
as well as data availability and scarcity influencing variable
selection (Table 2). Most studies reported only a general list of
inclusion/exclusion criteria (e.g., “our variables were selected
based on literature review and expert knowledge”), rather than
specific criteria for every included variable in either the main text
or supplementary material. Additionally, in five studies we could
find no basis for why the selected variables were chosen. Clearly
formulated hypotheses for why each included variable was
relevant to a case were only identified in eight studies (Leslie et
al. 2015, Foster and Hope 2016, Dressel et al. 2018, Partelow et
al. 2018, Haider et al. 2019, Rana and Miller 2019a, Osuka et al.
2020, Rocha et al. 2020). Inclusion and exclusion criteria are not
always clear-cut and might be based on multiple theoretical,
methodological, or logistical aspects. Particularly for quantitative
approaches, 2nd-tier variable inclusion and exclusion is likely to
also be influenced by statistical factors. In many cases, adding
additional variables may need to be weighed against the potential
loss of statistical power that this may entail. Similarly, some
otherwise relevant variables might be omitted from a study
because preliminary data exploration shows high multi-
collinearity in their measurements (e.g., Gurney et al. 2016).
Documenting not only inclusion criteria but also exclusion
criteria should be strongly considered by authors, particularly
when 2nd-tier variables may have been omitted for reasons beyond
solely a lack of case relevance.

(6) How are selected 2nd-tier variables being measured?
Can the variable be directly measured empirically, given the study
design and data collection method? Most of the 2nd-tier variables
are concepts and are not directly measurable (at least
quantitatively) without specifying one or multiple indicators to
represent the concept empirically or to specify its empirical
meaning, thus these indicators often form the true unit of
comparison in many SESF studies. Even if  studies examine the
same 2nd-tier variable, they likely select different indicators to
specify and measure them. In such cases, what indicators are
selected, how many, and why should be considered. Almost half
(n = 10) of survey respondents disagreed that it was clear how to
identify relevant measurable indicators, and respondents also
noted subjectivity and inconsistencies regarding where a given
indicator might be coded into the SESF. Our findings suggest
heterogeneous and context-dependent indicator selection
decisions, with most publications collecting indicators from a
wide range of sources and data types. Examples of this indicator
diversity for variables RS5 and A2 are shown in Table 4. Study-
specific interpretations of 2nd-tier variables and related choice of
measurable indicators were highly varied, and reviewed
publications were inconsistent in documenting which measurable
indicators were applied. Because existing SESF case studies are
likely to be an important resource and reference point when
identifying appropriate measurable indicators, specificity in
documentation of this step when publishing SESF research is
critical to improve interpretability and comparability of findings.
A selection of all 2nd-tier variable indicators that could be clearly
identified in our synthesis can be found in Appendix 3.
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Fig. 4. 2nd-tier variable frequency and indicator data source (n = 26 publications which clearly documented which 2nd-tier variables
were examined).

(7) What data collection methods are used for the selected
indicators?
Social-ecological systems framework studies are likely to rely on
a range of different data collection methods and both primary
and secondary sources in collecting data for a heterogeneous
range of variables in often data-scarce contexts, and researchers
should carefully consider the implications for their study design
and analysis. Primary data collection ensures complete researcher
control over how variables and indicators are measured but is
often not feasible across a wide and mixed range of variables.
Secondary data collection is often more feasible but may have
issues of ambiguity regarding the data quality and clarity of data
collection and measurement. Almost all primary data are being

collected via social science methods such as questionnaires,
interviews, and focus groups (Table 5). Across the 26 studies with
clearly articulated 2nd-tier variable selections, primary ecological
or biophysical survey data were collected to measure only 9
indicators. Overall, primary data collection is more common than
reliance on secondary data. Comparing data collection methods
by 1st-tier SESF components suggests that researchers using the
SESF are collecting a higher proportion of their social variable
data from primary sources compared to their ecological variable
data (Fig. 3). However, this trend is highly heterogeneous at the
2nd-tier level (Fig. 4). Thirteen studies relied only on primary
data, 20 studies on only secondary data, and 15 studies collected
data from a mixture of primary and secondary sources. Our
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Table 4. Indicators for two of the most frequently applied 2nd-tier variables, RS5 and A2, extracted from reviewed publications. Multiple
indicators separated by commas.
 
Variable Indicator(s) Publication

RS5 - Productivity of
System

Index of moose forage availability Dressel et al. 2018

Perceived spawning stock Fujitani et al. 2020
Expert opinion on planned harvest Haider et al. 2019
Chlorophyll levels, water temperature Johnson et al. 2019
Mean chlorophyll-a concentration (micrograms/l) Leslie et al. 2015
Stock status (kg/ha), fish species diversity (no. species per ecological community) Osuka et al. 2020
Kg of milkfish Partelow et al. 2018
Soil depth (cm), total carbon (kg C per m²), total organic carbon (% weight), available soil water
capacity

Rana and Miller 2019a, b

Average park visitation (ln[average park visitation, 2008-2012]) Yandle et al. 2016
A2 - Socioeconomic
Attributes

Age, education, number of children, marital status, household income, personal income Aswani et al. 2013

Material style of life, education Cinner et al. 2012, Aaron
MacNeil and Cinner 2013

Esteemed (attraction potential, relevance, recognition, and other’s vision of actor), criticized
(dispute potential, degree of conflict implication, significance of conflicts, and others’ vision of
the actor)

Dancette and Sebastien 2019

Welfare index, settlement type, food security Foster and Hope 2016
Fishing club funds Fujitani et al. 2020
Wealth, education, age Gurney et al. 2016
A2.1: Presence of govt. agencies in charge of fishery regulation, level of governmental
authorities present, avg. distance to first points of commercialization, avg. distance to state
capital, avg. distance to closest municipal, A2.2: total population within region

Leslie et al. 2015

Migration/origin of household head Osuka et al. 2020
Number of literate people, number of unemployed people, economic activity, road density Rana and Miller 2019a, b
Ratio of children, ratio of women, literacy Rocha et al. 2020
Education, income, resident age Schmitt-Harsh and Mincey 2020
No. of people available to help, year of household establishment, no. people at home, no. of
children at home, no. of elders at home, age of eldest, whether livestock owned, whether land
owned, education level of household head, place of origine of household head

Sharma et al. 2016

Population share below age 18, mean population share unemployed, median income, population
share in to quartile of US income, population share with race as white, age of surrounding
buildings

Yandle et al. 2016

findings indicate that data collection methods across the reviewed
literature are wide-ranging with most individual studies applying
multiple data collection methods and mixed data types.

(8) What type of data is measured for the selected indicators?
Heterogeneity in data sources and collection methods in SESF
studies is likely to result in a range of data types or formats.
Schmitt-Harsh and Mincey 2020, for example, combined
continuous quantitative indicators calculated from GIS data with
ordinal indicators from a multiple-choice survey and binary
presence/absence classifications of residential properties.
Measuring indicators with a range of mixed data types (e.g.,
continuous, ordinal, categorical) might facilitate the inclusion of
more SESF variables but limits the types of statistical analyses
available or requires extensive data processing and
transformation. Documentation regarding which indicators were
data transformed for analysis was not consistent enough across
publications to evaluate in full, however min-max normalization
was the most frequent transformation identified. The type or
format of the collected data can also add a further layer of
abstraction to interpreting or comparing SESF variables in a given
study and should be made transparent. For example, two studies
seemingly defining the same indicator, e.g. "Kilograms of fish
catch," may measure it in different ways, such as from a numeric
value (e.g., 37 kg) to a qualitative ordinal scale (e.g., below average,

average, above average). These differences in measurement may
lead to notable differences in interpretation.

(9) What data analysis methods are being applied?
Data analysis methods broadly encompass the techniques for
collection and analysis of data to draw insights. Because the SESF
is to an extent only a selection of potentially relevant variables, it
can be applied to any number of analysis methods that are
determined by the research objectives. The choice of analysis
method influences (or is influenced by) overall study design,
sample sizes, variable selection, data collection, as well as the
inferences that can be made regarding the SESF variables being
evaluated and external validity of the study findings. In some
regard then, the choice of analysis method encompasses all the
previous steps in this methodological guide. We coded the data
analysis methods used in the reviewed literature into 11 general
categories, provided in Table 6, including potential advantages
and disadvantages that researchers might have to weigh with each
approach, as well as example studies that exemplify each category.

Studies generally applied multiple analysis methods, but the most
frequently coded approach included explanatory/dependent
variable analyses (n = 31). Fourteen studies focused on
characterizing one or multiple SESs through descriptive or
comparative assessments of SESF variables rather than explicitly
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Table 5. Data collection methods and data measurement type for
social-ecological systems framework (SESF) 2nd-tier variable
indicators. Derived from n = 26 publications in which the
examined 2nd-tier variables could be clearly identified.
 
Data collection method No. of

indicators
Data measurement
type

No. of
indicators

Secondary social data 88 Continuous/discrete 164
Interviews 88 Ordinal 78
Standardized questionnaire 86 Binary 61
Focus group discussions 40 Qualitative 41
Secondary environmental data 32 Categorical 8
Secondary spatial/satellite data 32
Environmental/ecological survey 10
Participatory evaluation 7
Field observations 1
Indicators from primary sources
(total)

211

Indicators from secondary
sources (total)

152

Indicator data source unclear 50

analyzing causal mechanisms or dependent variables. We further
differentiated these SES characterization studies into
“descriptive” characterization studies (n = 7), which assess and
compare variable measures without a normative value judgement,
and “evaluative” characterization studies (n = 7), which provide
a normative score (such as from 0-1), alongside supporting theory
or literature, for how high or low measures for each variable relate
to the evaluative criteria, e.g., potential for sustainability or
collective action. Twelve studies utilized modeling and
simulation-based analyses (n = 12) to investigate SES structure
and behavior, including agent-based and system dynamics
models. Seven studies used participatory modeling and evaluation
techniques, exploring local expert knowledge and perceptions of
the SES as a key source of scientific insight in what are often
otherwise data-scarce SES contexts. An additional seven
publications applied meta-analyses of the published literature or
other existing aggregated case databases. Notably, only one of
these studies specifically synthesized empirical SESF literature
(Villamayor-Tomas et al. 2020), while the rest used the SESF as
a coding tool for existing aggregated cross-case data. We labeled
another category as mixed-conceptual (n = 6), representing
studies that drew from other conceptual or theoretical
frameworks, typically adapting only certain components, or
heavily modified versions, of the SESF. Although the results of
such studies may be less directly comparable to other SESF
applications, they represent one way in which the SESF is being
adapted to explore new theoretical insights and lines of inquiry
beyond its original design.

(10) Is study SES data publicly available?
Data transparency, including data sharing as well as other
contextual information such as how the data were generated or
limitations regarding the data, is a critical component of creating
more comparable SES knowledge. Eight of the reviewed
publications identified an available data source, evaluated by the
criteria of whether the publication, journal page, or linked
supplementary material explicitly identified a publicly available
source for the study data. Although the majority of survey
respondents agreed that using the SESF made it more likely that

their empirical data can be compared with other SESF studies,
this question also had the largest number of neutral responses (7)
of all of the questions. Response comments noted the diversity
of SES case contexts and uniqueness of each case as challenges.
Supplementary publication materials, synthetic databases, and
open-source repositories are examples of useful strategies for
increasing comparability across heterogeneous SES studies.
Several databases have been developed in an attempt to facilitate
data synthesis and comparison across SES cases, such as the
Dartmouth SESMAD project (Cox et al. 2020; https://sesmad.
dartmouth.edu/), SES Library (https://seslibrary.asu.edu/), and
more context specific databases such as the International Forestry
Resources and Institutions (IFRI; http://ifri.forgov.org) and
Nepal Irrigation Institutions and Systems (NIIS; https://
ulrichfrey.eu/en/niis/). How well a given case dataset “fits” to the
content structure of these databases may vary depending on how
the SESF was applied for a given study. Open-source data
repositories provide more flexibility for authors regarding how or
in what format they share their SES case data but may be less
immediately comparable to other cases.

DISCUSSION
The SESF partly aims to provide a common language of variables
to coordinate and compare findings, while simultaneously
allowing for adaptability by not specifying which variables or
methods should be applied to case-specific contexts (McGinnis
and Ostrom 2014). It has become increasingly clear that there is
a tension between these two goals (Thiel et al. 2015, Partelow
2018). The contextual adaptability of the SESF has been
empirically demonstrated (Partelow 2018) and is arguably its core
strength, but so far there has been little progress in building
synthetic and cumulative SES knowledge from across empirical
SESF cases (Schlager and Cox 2018, Villamayor-Tomas et al.
2020). Social-ecological systems frameworks’ study comparability
has been challenged by inconsistent applications, interpretations,
definitions, and measures (Cumming et al. 2020), which may be
exacerbated by the lack of clear procedures or guidance for how
to actually apply the SESF (Partelow 2018). Our methodological
guide attempts to address this by providing a set of steps or
decisions that encourage researchers to critically reflect upon and
provide transparency regarding these methodological decisions,
which can improve both contextualized study designs while
enabling cross-study comparability without limiting flexibility. In
the following sections, we discuss the above trends and gaps in the
reviewed literature and reflect on how they have influenced our
presentation of the guide, which emphasizes transparency over
rigid procedure. Transparency emerged as the key issue during
the review and coding process when we noted inconsistencies in
documenting what we viewed as key methodological decisions in
applying the SESF.

Methods used in the SESF literature are highly heterogeneous
Quantitative applications of the SESF are highly heterogeneous.
Two non-mutually exclusive perspectives can be considered. The
SESF applications generally require interdisciplinary knowledge
to operationalize the many variables, i.e., variable selection, data
collection, data transformation, analysis, etc. The framework is
also applied to understand different contextual problems. Thus,
researchers will choose different methodological strategies
because there is no current guide or template. More applications
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Table 6. Study design and quantitative data analysis methods. Because many studies apply multiple analytical methods, the sum of
number of publications across categories is greater than 51. Note: SES = social-ecological systems, SESF = social-ecological systems
framework.
 
Analytical method
(No. of publications)

Description, advantages (+), and limitations (-) Examples

Explanatory
(31)

Analysis focused on identifying independent variables driving SES variation or outcomes, usually represented by one or
more dependent variables.
+ Can be used to infer causal relationships between indicators and outcomes
+/- Typically assesses complex SES outcomes in terms of a single or small number of outcome variables
- Difficult to account for interactive/confounding effects when applying a large set of indicators

Naiga and Penker
2014, Klümper and
Theesfeld 2017

Modeling and
simulation
(12)

Analysis using hypothetical or empirical data to develop a model or simulation of SES interactions, dynamics, or
outcomes
+ Provides most in-depth assessment of interactive effects of SES components and dynamics, allowing for quantitative
theory testing
- Models are necessarily simplified, external validity may be unclear

Baur and Binder
2015, Lindkvist et
al. 2017

Descriptive SES
characterization
(7)

Analysis focused primarily on providing descriptive measures of relevant 2nd-tier variables to characterize one or more
SES cases rather than assessing causal mechanisms or dependent variables. Analysis is primary non-evaluative (i.e.,
minimal normative interpretation of high or low values of variables)
+ Provides detailed descriptive understanding of SES and potentially relevant variables
- Limited ability to infer causality or SES outcomes, outside of comparison across cases

Hoque et al. 2019,
Rocha et al. 2020

Evaluative SES
characterization
(7)

Analysis focused primarily on providing measures of relevant 2nd-tier variables that are also evaluated and scored
according to some type of normative criteria to diagnose one or more SES cases. Scores regard how high or low
measures for each variable contribute to SES assessment criteria (e.g., potential for sustainability, self-organization).
+ Allows for assessment of SES outcomes/success through an index based on a wide range of indicators rather than a
single or small number of dimensions
+/- Multidisciplinary knowledge needed to develop hypotheses for wide range of variables
- Often unclear how to determine weights for how each indicator contributes to overall SES diagnosis or index score

Leslie et al. 2015,
Dressel et al. 2018

Participatory
evaluation and
modeling
(7)

Analysis that engages SES stakeholders to inform an understanding, evaluation, or representation of the SES
+ Allows for the integration of diverse local knowledge into understanding and solving SES challenges
+/- Results represent stakeholder perceptions
- Integrating stakeholders throughout the research and knowledge co-production process can be time and resource
intensive

Delgado-Serrano et
al. 2015, Oviedo and
Bursztyn 2016

Meta-analysis or case
synthesis
(7)

Synthesis of secondary case data from findings across published research, case studies, or other SES databases
+ Allows research to combine findings across SES cases, using quantitative research synthesis to establish patterns and
potentially lead to SES theory building
- Time consuming, potential difficulties in comparability across heterogeneous cases (which the SESF attempts to
overcome), potential biases in meta-analysis design might impact findings

Kelly et al. 2015,
Christou et al. 2020

Mixed-conceptual
(6)

Analysis merging part or all of the SESF with an additional conceptual framework or methodology
+ Merging components of SESF with other conceptual or theoretical frameworks may enhance or improve its suitability
for a particular avenue of inquiry
- Resulting modifications or partial adaptation of the framework is likely to limit comparability with other SESF studies

Vogt et al. 2015,
Dancette and
Sebastien 2019

Longitudinal
(5)

Analysis of how an SES, specific 2nd-tier variables, or system dynamics change over multiple points in time
+ Allows for study of fluctuations of SES variables and outcomes over time, may improve ability to assess causality in
SES
- Collecting time series data on a wide selection of SES indicators often unfeasible within research project time scales,
retrospective studies limited by data availability

Filbee-Dexter et al.
2018, Rana and
Miller 2019a

Experimental
(1)

Analysis in which different treatments are analyzed between study populations or treatments
+ Experimental design may improve explanatory value of SES analysis, identification of cause-effect relationships
- Difficult to design/conceptualize experimental approaches in the context of open, complex SES contexts

Rana and Miller
2019b (quasi-
experimental design)

may be needed until a reasonable saturation point of studies
applying similar methods can be meaningfully compared within
contexts.  

Using quantitative data is typically employed to facilitate
hypothesis testing, prediction, and forecasting. The majority of
reviewed publications relied heavily on explanatory/outcome
variable analysis methods such as linear and logistic regression
techniques. However, several publications in this review noted the
limitation of these methods in narrowing analyses of SESs to a
series of linear pairwise relationships that often involve
investigating the explanatory power of a wide range of social-
ecological indicators on only a single or small number of
dependent variables representing overall outcomes. Development
of more experimental methods and large time-scale studies are
needed to advance research into SES causal mechanisms (Table
6; Cumming et al. 2020). Methodological transparency is critically

important when making theoretical jumps to generalizability,
necessitating clarity and transparency regarding the causal
inferences and variable relationships being reported (Villamayor-
Tomas et al. 2020).  

Social-ecological systems research and the SESF itself  draw
heavily from complex systems theory, conceptualizing SESs as
components with a high degree of interaction or connections,
forming a network with often nonlinear, dynamic, and emergent
properties (Berkes et al. 2003, Ostrom 2009, Preiser et al. 2018).
Despite this, previous critical reflections have identified a lack of
SES research that empirically applies these concepts of
complexity, such as modeling approaches that explore the
connections, dynamics, and feedback effects within SESs rather
than simply analyses of pairwise relations between variables
(Pulver et al. 2018, Cumming et al. 2020, Gomez-Santiz et al.
2021). To be certain, the often data-scarce and open nature of
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many SES contexts can obscure attempts to explore the
interdependent and interactive effects in more detail, and the
SESF’s focus on variables rather than connections adds further
ambiguity as to how researchers should conceptualize an SES
(Pulver et al. 2018). Still, if  we accept that complex systems have
emergent properties, then it is clear that our SES methodological
toolkit needs to explore ways to expand beyond sums of variable-
outcome interactions and into methods that focus on capturing,
rather than reducing, complexity. Several publications in our
review explore promising analytical techniques in these directions,
including agent-based modeling to test the emergent properties
of individual actor and resource unit behavior on SES outcomes
(Cenek and Franklin 2017, Lindkvist et al. 2017), supervised and
unsupervised machine learning to analyze policy impacts on SESs
(Rana and Miller 2019b) and assess spatial SES archetypes
(Rocha et al. 2020), and system dynamics modeling to simulate
SES dynamics under various scenarios (Baur and Binder 2015).  

Integrative participatory methods, those which involve local
actors in knowledge co-production and study design, are some of
the most promising and feasible approaches for improving our
understanding of SES complexity in information-scarce contexts.
They can further lead to better forecasting and scenario building
that inform policy and actionable change because of the
embedded nature of knowledge creation and learning with those
actors directly involved in social-ecological change processes
(Eelderink et al. 2020, Caniglia et al. 2021). Notable approaches
from our review include participatory fuzzy cognitive mapping to
create SES dynamics models based on stakeholder knowledge
(Ziegler et al. 2019) and prospective structural analysis to support
SES scenario building (Delgado-Serrano et al. 2015). Such
strategically designed integration may come at the cost of time
and resources and may require a shared learning process to
integrate differing knowledge systems and epistemologies (e.g.,
transdisciplinarity; Tengö et al. 2014, Norström et al. 2020).
Nonetheless, it can promote stakeholder ownership and local
study relevance while providing scientists with improved
knowledge of important social and ecological components and
processes within the SES (Reed et al. 2014, Fischer et al. 2015,
Guerrero et al. 2018).  

In calling for more transdisciplinary SES research, it is pertinent
to consider the tension between case specificity and the need for
comparability. This is because transdisciplinary and other
knowledge co-production methods have been more often
associated with case-specific research than that designed to allow
generalizability across multiple cases. However, recent literature
demonstrates that knowledge co-production approaches are
increasingly being applied with decision makers working across
multiple regions or even countries (Gurney et al. 2019). We do
not view the need for broadly comparable SES research as being
diametrically opposed to case-focused and problem-driven or
action-oriented research. Although empirical applications are
growing, published SESF research is still relatively scarce, and the
sample becomes smaller still when subdivided into more granular
categories such as methodological approach or sector (Appendix
1, Table A1.2; Partelow 2018). Although recent literature
rightfully pushes for SES research to move beyond the exploration
and into theory development (Cumming et al. 2020, Cox et al.
2021), we particularly emphasize the need for more (and more
diverse) empirical SESF applications to identify patterns of both
more broadly comparable, as well as more context specific, SES

variables and interactions across cases. In their post-Ostrom
agenda, Cumming et al. 2020 charted a path forward for theory-
oriented SES research via “middle-range” theory development in
which building explanations of highly complex SES phenomena
might entail building partial theories with a bounded or
contextual applicability rather than one all-encompassing SES
theory. More highly detailed case-specific SES studies play an
important building block in developing new hypotheses and
theories to test (Guerrero et al. 2018), and “filling out” the SESF
literature with more wide-ranging cases is needed for these
bounded explanations to emerge. This will likely lead to not only
bounded theories but also more bounded SES frameworks
covering a more specific and comparable range of contexts, such
as SES frameworks for specific resource sectors (Partelow 2018),
governance arrangements, or geographic or social-cultural
contexts.  

The SES literature has made note of a number of gaps that limit
the accumulation of knowledge from individual case studies to
broader theoretical generalizations (Cox et al. 2021). Both
syntheses of diverse case studies and large-scale comparative
research projects are key for enabling empirically robust theory
building, but current SESF literature struggles to do both
(Partelow 2018). Additionally, although we identified 21 large-N
comparative studies, most units of analysis were at the individual
or local level (rather than, e.g., comparisons of multiple SES
cases) and sampled within a limited spatial context (e.g., within
one district), likely reducing the external validity beyond that
context (Poteete et al. 2010). Only two reviewed studies applied
large-N analyses to regional units of analysis, which has been
identified as a critical and under-represented focal level of SES
analysis (Rounsevell et al. 2012, Glaser and Glaeser 2014),
suggesting that researchers are facing a challenge in creating
broadly comparative SES research at larger spatial levels. To some
extent this may reflect a collective action problem in scientific
research itself, in which the collective goal of large-scale SES
research may be offset by costs of coordination and collaboration,
incentivizing smaller projects at the individual level (Cox et al.
2021). However, it also reflects trade-offs in study design between
comparability and case-specificity, in which comparing a wider
and more diverse range of SES contexts may necessitate
measuring a more general list of broadly relevant variables,
risking overgeneralization or missing key variables that are highly
relevant but not to all cases (Gurney et al. 2019). Because the
SESF itself  is decomposable into multiple levels of generalization,
one approach for large-N SES analyses is to compare a range of
broad, universally relevant 2nd-tier variables across all SES cases,
while also including more bounded and decomposed (e.g., 3rd-
tier variables), which might be highly influential but only within
a subset of cases (Gurney et al. 2019). Still, these approaches are
likely to have high resource and coordination costs, suggesting
the need for continued synthetic analysis of case-specific SESF
research. Several reviewed studies synthesized secondary case
databases to assess patterns across multiple SESs, however only
one specifically synthesized patterns across existing empirical
SESF studies, and this meta-analysis noted challenges regarding
methodological transparency that limited the level of detail for
case comparison (Villamayor-Tomas et al. 2020). It is evident from
these patterns in the literature that further attention to
methodological transparency and documentation in SESF
studies is needed.
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Methodological transparency issues: two main challenges
We identified continued ambiguity regarding 2nd-tier variable
and measurable indicator selection as perhaps one of the most
critical methodological challenges facing between-study SESF
comparability and middle-range theory development. Methodological
transparency is a broader academic challenge but should not
necessarily be attributed to carelessness or negligence. A variety
of reasons exist, ranging from scientific publishing standards
regarding short and concise methods, journal word counts and
formatting requirements, and procedural doubt or the “fear” of
showing too much. Or, publications may simply have enough
documentation to support the findings being presented, only
lacking in certain explicit details at the meta-analytical level.
Furthermore, many SESF publications are interdisciplinary, and
methodological assumptions regarded as common knowledge in
one field or discipline may need to be explained to scholars in
another field in interdisciplinary journals. Regardless, we
encourage SESF researchers to be as transparent as possible
regarding the methodological steps we have outlined, such as
making full use of supplementary materials to share these extra
layers of methodological procedure (i.e., the choices at each step
of the guide). Below we reflect on two specific transparency
challenges identified in this review:

Transparency challenge 1: which 2nd-tier variables are being
applied and why?
The SESF 2nd-tier variables lack clarity in how to conceptualize
and measure them for a given case, and many researchers are
finding it difficult and subjective to link their case SES data to
the generalized concepts, which are the SESF 2nd-tier variables.
Although the majority of surveyed authors stated that they
understood how to identify relevant variables for a case, both
publications and survey respondents noted recurring challenges
regarding how to conceptualize or define the 2nd-tier variables
within their specific case context, or how to categorize existing
empirical and secondary data to specific variables. Importantly,
the variable selection criteria in many studies is often unclear,
which hinders learning in the research community,
interpretability, and cross-case comparisons. One critical building
block to SESF research is identifying which 2nd-tier variables are
relevant or generalizable across specific SES contexts (McGinnis
and Ostrom 2014). However, it is often unclear if  the inclusion or
exclusion of variables is deductive and theory driven (e.g.,
hypothesis-based), inductive (e.g., participatory evaluation), or
because available secondary data aligns with particular variables.
It could also be that certain variables are relevant across a larger
number of cases, or that they are less abstract and easier to
conceptualize and measure than others. Criteria for variable
modifications including the inclusion of new variables are also
often unclear and lacking justification (Partelow 2018). We argue
that although there is no specifically right or wrong approach to
applying the SESF variables, it is clear from our review that the
lack of consistency and transparency limits both the ability to
compare and contrast study findings with others.

Transparency challenge 2: how are 2nd-tier variables being
measured?
To quantitatively measure abstract concepts, such as many of the
2nd-tier SESF variables, one or more empirically measurable
indicators are required. Nearly all the variables could have many

different possible indicators, such as RS5 - System productivity,
in which indicators range from coastal chlorophyll levels, to
kilograms of production of a resource unit, to average park
visitation (Table 4). The context of those indicators presumably
matters in each case, and the role that each plays in the case when
abstracted to the broader concept of “system productivity”, may
not mean the same thing outside of those contexts. Even
indicators that appear similar on the surface may be representing
different conceptual phenomena in the SES, such as A1, i.e.,
number of actors; different studies measure the number of
relevant actors in terms of a raw population value, or as
population density in a given spatial unit, or as a ratio of another
population. Each measure informs us about the same concept in
ways that might confer different insights or highlight different
phenomena. Most surveyed researchers found it unclear how to
select appropriate measurable indicators for the variables in their
research (Fig. 2) and documentation of indicator selection was
inconsistent in the reviewed literature. Indeed, indicator selection
is an often messy process driven by data availability and feasibility.
Numerous publications noted challenges in data scarcity
(Budiharta et al. 2016, Lindkvist et al. 2017, Filbee-Dexter et al.
2018, Rana and Miller 2019b, Rocha et al. 2020), and studies are
often relying on a wide range of primary and secondary sources
to collect indicator data (Table 5), which may vary in structure,
comprehensiveness, feasibility, and quality (Neumann and Graeff
2015). As such, research with the SESF is often by practical
necessity relying on incomplete or low-quality data sources or
using certain available data as proxies for other indicators.
Transparency regarding how these decisions were made will help
future researchers learn how to deal with those issues and enhance
the interpretability of study findings.  

Standardizing SES indicators is not a feasible or arguably
desirable approach given the range of case contexts and research
objectives across individual SESF studies. We rather encourage
continued empirical applications so that patterns of context
specific indicator measures may emerge, even when
generalizability is not the core objective. Increased transparency
regarding SESF variable and empirical indicator selection can aid
in this cumulative accumulation of knowledge. As existing SESF
studies are one of the most important references for researchers
operationalizing the SESF variables in their work, we further
suggest the development of a more comprehensive and accessible
database of SESF variables and measurable indicators, such as
the wiki-type format proposed by Cox et al. 2021 as an important
path forward.

Applying the multi-step methodological guide to the SESF
This review builds on the methodological gaps identified by
Partelow 2018, by providing a full methodological guide to the
SESF. We see this guide as being supplemental to existing SESF
guides in the literature, including guides for conceptualizing a case
SES and related institutional and collective action challenges
(Hinkel et al. 2015), for characterizing an SES at the local level
(Delgado-Serrano and Ramos 2015), and for coevolving SESF
research with sustainability science (Partelow 2016).  

Our guide should be considered a multi-step, rather than step-by-
step, procedure. We recognize that different research goals and
researcher interests will align with different methodological
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trajectories. For example, a theory-driven researcher might first
select the 2nd-tier variables and the hypotheses they expect to be
important for collective action in their case SES, after which they
might identify a set of measurable indicators, whereas another
researcher applying a more inductive approach might apply
participatory modeling methods to identify important SES
factors and only in the analysis stage code these to the SESF
variables. We see this flexibility as a strength of the framework,
and although we present our methodological steps in what we
interpret as a broadly logical order, we encourage researchers
using this guide to answer these questions in the order that makes
sense for their own research. The steps of this guide may best be
interpreted as key “decision points” and questions that a
researcher should be able to answer and clearly document with
the long-term goal of building and improving comparable
research with the SESF.  

Although this guide was specifically developed around a review
of quantitative applications of the SESF, we believe it is applicable
to all future applications of the framework including qualitative
approaches, and it may be able to inform SES studies beyond the
SESF. Both quantitative and qualitative studies are critical for
progressing the field. For example, descriptive SESF analyses have
been found to often include case descriptions of a large range of
variables that are then ignored in explanations of case outcomes,
leading to confusion about which variables are actually relevant
(Villamayor-Tomas et al. 2020). This also warrants some
reflection by researchers on the anticipated level of
generalizability of the research, where, in many cases, a more in-
depth case study may simply be less focused on generalizability
in lieu of a richer descriptive analysis of a specific context. Still,
clear and formal narrative summaries answering the questions in
this guide (even simple visual diagrams of the variable
relationships identified, as suggested by Villamayor-Tomas et al.
2020) could improve generalizability and accessibility of SES
findings for synthetic analysis even in cases where creating
generalizable findings is not a priority, without compromising the
depth of the overall analysis. Our guide was developed with an
understanding of this current state of the SESF literature, and
we expect more context-specific and potentially more
standardized procedures to eventually develop based out of these
more specialized versions of the SESF, similar to existing SESF
modifications for marine aquaculture (Johnson et al. 2019),
lobster and benthic small-scale fisheries (Basurto et al. 2013,
Partelow and Boda 2015), urban stormwater management (Flynn
and Davidson 2016) and food systems research (Marshall 2015).

CONCLUSION
Our review analyzed the step-by-step decisions scholars have
made when applying the SESF with quantitative methods. With
this review data, we have developed a multi-step methodological
guide for new applications of the SESF, while also examining
current trends and discussing challenges. Our guide and
discussion aim to promote methodological transparency as the
basis for enhancing comparability across publications and
making diagnostic place-based research more meaningfully
tailored to context. Still, our review found that researchers are
finding it unclear how to apply the SESF to create comparable
research, particularly in the areas of variable and indicator
selection, and the methodological decisions being made within

studies are often ambiguous. Although we noted a high degree of
methodological heterogeneity in quantitative SESF applications,
analyses are still skewed toward certain methods and case sectors.
We call for more empirical applications of the SESF and
encourage both methodological plurality and case diversity,
alongside enhanced methodological transparency. In doing so,
comparability and synthesis can emerge across varying
methodological, theoretical, sector-specific, and other dimensions.
We argue that this can move our understanding of SESs as
complex adaptive systems forward and help resolve tensions
between the need for contextual adaptability and the need for
comparison.
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Table A1.1. Most frequently coded categories of short-answer responses to SESF researcher survey. n = 22 

responses. 

Why was the 

SESF chosen for 

your study? 

No. of 

responses 

What were the 

most positive 

aspects of 

applying the 

SESF? 

No. of 

responses 

What were the most 

negative aspects of 

applying the SESF? 

 No. of  

responses 

What if anything is 

the SESF missing? 

No. of 

responses 

Intuitive, 

balanced 

organization of 

SES concepts 

15 Provided structure 

for organizing SES 

inquiry 

11 Ambiguity in 

interpreting, or 

defining variables 

12 More thorough 

conceptualization of 

ecological 

dimensions 

6 

Connection to 

collective action 

and commons 

7 Thorough 

integration of 

social and 

ecological 

dimensions 

9 Lack of clear 

guidance or 

procedure for 

operationalizing 

3 More system 

dynamics emphasis 

4 

Popularity of 

SESF in the 

literature 

7 Extensive 

supporting 

literature  to draw 

from 

3 Challenge of 

learning SESF 

across 

multidisciplinary 

team 

3 More guidance on 

how to 

operationalize SESF 

2 

Common 

language to 

facilitate study 

comparability 

3 Enabled 

comparison across 

studies and 

systems 

2 SESF unable to 

fully capture 

ecological 

dimensions of SES 

3 Need for more 

empirical 

applications 

2 

 

 

 

 

 

Table A1.2. Focal sectors analyzed as social-ecological systems and how SES boundaries were defined. Some 

studies contained multiple, or zero, empirical SES cases (e.g., hypothetical model) so totals are not equal to 49. 

SES sector No. of publications SES boundaries primarily: No. of publications 

Fisheries 16 Social factors 29 

Forestry 13 Ecological factors 8 

Irrigation/ groundwater 8 Mixed or undefined 12 

Natural resource management (multi-use) 6   

Marine/coastal system 4   

Agriculture/livestock 3   

Aquaculture 2   

Freshwater systems 2     



 

 

Figure A1.1. Flowchart and timeline of literature review.  
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Appendix 3: SESF 2nd tier variable measurable indicator tables. 

Tables A3.1-A3.6 include all 2nd-tier variable indicators which could be identified in the manuscript or 

supplementary materials of reviewed publications, extracted from the 26 of 51 publications where 2nd-tier 

variable selection was clear. Tables are organized by 1st-tier SESF components. 

Table A3.1 Indicators used to measure Resource System (RS) 2nd tier variables of the SESF. 

Variable Indicator Paper 

RS1 Sector Diversity of land cover type (forestry, agriculture, etc.) Dressel et al., 2018 

 

a. area of forest with trees >80yrs, b. total water phosphorous levels, c. average trophic level of 

benthic food web 

Filbee-Dexter et al., 

2018 

 Oyster aquaculture (descriptive definition) Johnson et al., 2019 

RS2 Clarity of System 

Boundaries Still vs. running waters Fujitani et al., 2020 

 The resource system is discrete and bounded (descriptive definition) Kelly et al., 2015 

RS3 Size of Resource 

System Size of moose management area Dressel et al., 2018 

 System size, number of water bodies Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Forest area (ha) 

Jamila Haider et al., 

2019 

 Area within RS optimal for oyster aquaculture Johnson et al., 2019 

 Size of RS in km2 Kelly et al., 2015 

 Area of fishing grounds (km2) Leslie et al., 2015 

 Area under management as no- take zone, area under management as temporary closure (ha) Osuka et al., 2020 

 Pond size Partelow et al., 2018 

 Forest beat area, tree cover, crop acreage, grass acreage, bare land acreage (ha) 

Rana & Miller, 

2019a, 2019b  

 Available planting space (sq m) 

Schmitt-Harsh et al., 

2020 

 Park acreage Yandle et al., 2016 

RS4 Human Constructed 

Facilities Handpump type, well type Foster & Hope, 2016 

 Hatchery facilities Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Dams Rocha et al., 2020 

 Home age (years) 

Schmitt-Harsh et al., 

2020 

 Memorials, recreation, history, nature, exercise Yandle et al., 2016 

RS5 Productivity of System Index of moose forage availability Dressel et al., 2018 

 Perceived spawning stock Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Biophysical factors Gain et al., 2019 

 Expert opinion on planned harvest 

Jamila Haider et al., 

2019 

 Chlorophyll levels, water temperature Johnson et al., 2019 

 Mean chlorophyll-a concentration (micrograms/l) Leslie et al., 2015 

 Stock status (kg/ha), species diversity Osuka et al., 2020 

 Kg of milkfish Partelow et al., 2018 

 Soil depth, total carbon, total organic carbon, available soil water capacity 

Rana & Miller, 

2019a, 2019b  

 Average park visitation Yandle et al., 2016 

RS6 Equilibrium Properties Perceived scarcity due to angling, perceived scarcity due to external threats Fujitani et al., 2020 

 

Management duration (time in years between first set of management actions and the most 

recent report on the state of the ecosystem) Kelly et al., 2015 

 Reef resilience Osuka et al., 2020 

RS7 Predictability Variation in moose forage availability over 10 years Dressel et al., 2018 

 

Low pH of water causing corrosion related failure modes, resting water level driving 

breakdown frequency Foster & Hope, 2016 

 Proportion of artificial vs. natural waters Fujitani et al., 2020 

 

Degree to which actors are able to forecast or identify patterns in environmentally driven 

variability on recruitment Gain et al., 2019 

 Coefficient of variation in the long-term mean chlorophyll-a Leslie et al., 2015 

 Flooding, drying out Partelow et al., 2018 

 Variance of production Rocha et al., 2020 

RS8 Storage characteristics Sediment deposition in beel Gain et al., 2019 

 Elevation and slope Sharma et al., 2016 

   



 

 

Table A3.1 continued.   

RS9 Location 

Location of waterpoint relative to households, location of waterpoint relative to other 

waterpoints, distance between waterpoint and spare parts retailer Foster & Hope, 2016 

 Proportion of club water bodies in category 1 vs 2 Fujitani et al., 2020 

  District vs valley 

Jamila Haider et al., 

2019 

  Distance from coast 
Partelow et al., 2018 

  Altitude 

Rana & Miller, 

2019a, 2019b  

   Distance to nearest hub airport 
Yandle et al., 2016 

 

 

Table A3.2. Indicators used to measure Resource Units (RU) 2nd tier variables of the SESF. 

Variable Indicator Paper 

RU1 Resource Unit Mobility 

Average number of grazing animals  

Rana & Miller, 

2019a, 2019b  

 Wildlife themes, Wildlife activities Yandle et al., 2016 

RU2 Growth Or 

Replacement Rate Proportion of culture based species over total stocked amount  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Number of harvests 

Partelow et al., 

2018 

 Year-round reliability, yield  

Foster & Hope, 

2016 

RU3 Interaction Among 

Resource Units Knowledge of ecol. impacts, knowledge of additive effects, knowledge of genetic impacts  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Grazing intensity 

Jamila Haider et 

al., 2019 

 Presence of other ungulate species, presence of bears, presence of wolves  Dressel et al., 2018 

RU4 Economic Value 

Electrical conductivity, taste , safe to drink, productive water use  

Foster & Hope, 

2016 

 Angling club funds in reported year  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Cost-benefit analysis present  Kelly et al., 2015 

 

Total revenue (2010 USD) generated by small-scale fisheries landings and reported to 

CONAPESCA in 2010, divided by the total number of fishers in each region.  Leslie et al., 2015 

 

Catch per unit effort for nine artisinal fishing gears: basket trap, beach seine, gillnet, gillnet 

(jarife), gleaning, harpoon, handline, mosquito net and speargun.   Osuka et al., 2020 

 Income  

Partelow et al., 

2018 

 LRU4a farmland use rights trading (FURT), ratio Su et al., 2020 

RU5 Number Of Units No. of shot moose per km2, ratio of moose to other ungulate population  Dressel et al., 2018 

 

Area affected by mountain pine beetle, area affected by mountain pine beetle lagged one year, 

concentration of Chl-a, cod biomass (kg) from annual stock assessment surveys  

Filbee-Dexter et 

al., 2018 

 Perceived stock abundance  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 

Total number of taxa captured and reported to CONAPESCA in 2010 by small-scale fishers in 

each region  Leslie et al., 2015 

 Diversity of targeted taxa (Number of fish taxa harvested by users)  Osuka et al., 2020 

 Cattle per km2  Rocha et al., 2020 

 Tree count per parcel 

Schmitt-Harsh et 

al., 2020 

 Percent land cover in 2012  Sharma et al., 2016 

 Number of activities (in the park) Yandle et al., 2016 

RU7 Spatial/Temporal 

Distribution Spatial distribution in beel  Gain et al., 2019 

 Land cover changes per decade, deforestation from 2004-2012, max/min/avg elevation and slope  Sharma et al., 2016 

  LRU7a farm consolidation Su et al., 2020 

 



 

 

Table A3.3. Indicators used to measure Governance System (GS) 2nd tier variables of the SESF. 

Variable Indicator Paper 

GS1 Government 

Organizations De facto approval (whether fisheries agencies enforce granting permissions for stocking)  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 

Government organization (Institutions with governmental authority mandated to protect the 

public trust)  Gain et al., 2019 

 Hierarchical level of governance  Kelly et al., 2015 

 

Community Fishing Councils (CCP) governance, Community Fishing Councils (CCP) 

functioning  Osuka et al., 2020 

 Total area planted, Percentage of broadleaf sp. planted, number of nurseries  

Rana & Miller, 2019a, 

2019b  

 Participatory historical timeline Sharma et al., 2016 

GS2 Nongovernment 

Organizations Non-government organization  Gain et al., 2019 

 Presence of self-organized community-based groups (not JFM)  

Jamila Haider et al., 

2019 

 Nature of NGOs involvement in aquaculture  Johnson et al., 2019 

 Notable NGO presence  Kelly et al., 2015 

 Participatory historical timeline  Sharma et al., 2016 

 

Parks with only "Friends of" groups (FOG), Parks with only "cooperating associations", parks 

with both Yandle et al., 2016 

GS3 Network Structure Number of sub-units (license areas, MMUs) per moose management area MMA  Dressel et al., 2018 

 Network complexity  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Vertical network structure, horizontal network structure  Gain et al., 2019 

 Collaboration across management entities  Kelly et al., 2015 

 Group member  Partelow et al., 2018 

 Whether park is managed by a consortium of parks Yandle et al., 2016 

GS4 Property Rights 

Systems Access rights - consumption, access rights - cash  Aswani et al., 2013 

 Diversity index of forestry ownership types, diversity index of agricultural ownership types  Dressel et al., 2018 

 Property rights on the main water body (categorical)  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Ownership, cost  Partelow et al., 2018 

 LGS4-a- separating three property rights (STPR), indicator unclear Su et al., 2020 

GS5 Operational Rules 

Type of restrictions in place (access, closed area, temporal), clearly defined boundaries, clearly 

defined membership  

Cinner et al., 2012, 

Aaron MacNeil & 

Cinner, 2013 

 

Handpump locked to prevent unauthorized use, funds stored in bank account, monthly fee, 

payment obligations during months of Ramadan  Foster & Hope, 2016 

 Constraints on operational choice, club influence on actual stocking measures (binary)  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Operational rules  Gain et al., 2019 

 Nested institutions, graduated sanctions, clearly defined boundaries  Gurney et al., 2016 

 Existence of operational rules and strength of rule compliance  

Jamila Haider et al., 

2019 

 Adaptive management, binding requirements  Kelly et al., 2015 

 

Cooperatives having internal rules about administrative matters, cooperatives having presence of 

internal rules to monitor compliance and sanction rulebreakers, cooperatives having presence of 

internal rules in regards to catch commercialization  Leslie et al., 2015 

 

Temporary closures, Permanent closures, Awareness of gear regulations (%), Perceived 

compliance with gear regulations (%)  Osuka et al., 2020 

 Household rule compliance (multiple choice survey question) 

Schmitt-Harsh et al., 

2020 

GS6 Collective Choice 

Rules Participation in decision making   

Cinner et al., 2012, 

Aaron MacNeil & 

Cinner, 2013 

 Annual allowable cut, total maximum daily load for phosphorous, total allowable catch  

Filbee-Dexter et al., 

2018 

 Perception of importance of external bodies to preparatory planning and approval  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Collaboration across Management Entities  Kelly et al., 2015 

 

Cooperatives having internal rules about administrative matters, cooperatives having presence of 

internal rules to monitor compliance and sanction rulebreakers, cooperatives having presence of 

internal rules in regards to catch commercialization  Leslie et al., 2015 

 Collective problem solving (multiple choice survey question) 

Schmitt-Harsh et al., 

2020 

GS7 Constitutional 

Rules Number of fishing licenses issued  

Filbee-Dexter et al., 

2018 

 Constitutional (residential properties in HOAs or not) 

Schmitt-Harsh et al., 

2020 

   



 

 

Table A3.3 continued.   

GS8 Monitoring And 

Sanctioning Rules Graduated sanctions , effectiveness of conflict resolution 

Cinner et al., 2012, 

Aaron MacNeil & 

Cinner, 2013 

 Presence of a waterpoint attendant  Foster & Hope, 2016 

 Presence of de jure sanctioning  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Social monitoring, biophysical monitoring  Gain et al., 2019 

 Presence of monitoring, sanctioning  

Jamila Haider et al., 

2019 

 Routine monitoring requirement  Kelly et al., 2015 

  Cooperatives have presence of internal rules to monitor compliance and sanction rule breakers Leslie et al., 2015 

 

 

Table A3.4. Indicators and evaluation criteria used to measure Actors (A) 2nd tier variables of the SESF. 

Variable Indicator Paper 

A1 Number Of 

Relevant Actors Population  

Cinner et al., 2012, 

Aaron MacNeil & 

Cinner, 2013 

 Community size  

Dancette & 

Sebastien, 2019 

 Property size classes of private forest owners, proportion of general public that are relevant actors  Dressel et al., 2018 

 Number of users  Foster & Hope, 2016 

 Number of managers, number of actively fishing members  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Population  Gurney et al., 2016 

 Tenant density  

Jamila Haider et al., 

2019 

 Number of Standard leases, number of LPAs, Population  Johnson et al., 2019 

 Number of managing entities  Kelly et al., 2015 

 

A1.1: presence of small-scale fishers, industrial fishers, recreational fishers, ecotourism activities. 

A1.2: Number of small-scale fishers registered to a cooperative, estimated number of 

unregistered/unpermitted small-scale fishers  Leslie et al., 2015 

 Number of fishers  Osuka et al., 2020 

 Number of households, number of villages, number of cultivators, number of marginal people  

Rana & Miller, 

2019a, 2019b  

 Population density, ratio of farmers  Rocha et al., 2020 

 Number of adults in the household  

Schmitt-Harsh et al., 

2020 

 Population growth per decade  Sharma et al., 2016 

 Total population in host counties Yandle et al., 2016 

A2 Socioeconomic 

Attributes Material style of life, education 

Cinner et al., 2012, 

Aaron MacNeil & 

Cinner, 2013 

 

Age (continuous), education (binary), number of children (discrete), marital status (binary), household 

income (continuous), personal income (continuous)  Aswani et al., 2013 

 

Esteemed (attraction potential, relevance, recognition, and other's vision of actor), criticized (dispute 

potential, degree of conflict implication, significance of conflicts, and others' vision of the actor)  

Dancette & 

Sebastien, 2019 

 Welfare index, settlement type, food security  Foster & Hope, 2016 

 Club funds (overlaps with RU4 economic value)  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Wealth, education, age  Gurney et al., 2016 

 

A2.1: Presence of govt. agencies in charge of fishery regulation, level of governmental authorities 

present, average distance to first points of commercialization, average distance to state capital, average 

distance to closest municipal A2.2: total population within region  Leslie et al., 2015 

 Migration/origin of household head  Osuka et al., 2020 

 Number of literate people, number of unemployed people, economic activity, road density  

Rana & Miller, 

2019a, 2019b  

 Number of literates, unemployment, economic activity, road density  

Rana & Miller, 

2019a, 2019b  

 Ratio of children, ratio of women, literacy  Rocha et al., 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   



 

 

Table A3.4 continued   

A2 Socioeconomic 

Attributes cont. Education, income, resident age of household 

Schmitt-Harsh et al., 

2020 

 

No. people available to help, Year of household establishment, no. of people at home, no. children at 

home, no. elders at home, age of eldest, whether livestock owned, whether land owned, education 

level of household head, Place of original of household head   Sharma et al., 2016 

 

Population share below age 18, mean population share unemployed, median income, population share 

in to quartile of US income, population share with race as white, age of surrounding buildings Yandle et al., 2016 

A3 History Or Past 

Experiences Age of organization  

Cinner et al., 2012, 

Aaron MacNeil & 

Cinner, 2013 

 

Preserves (actor's vision of himself, others' vision of the actor, preservation scale) spoils (vision of 

himself, others' vision, and spoiling scale)  

Dancette & 

Sebastien, 2019 

 Number years since waterpoint installation, participation during planning and implementation  Foster & Hope, 2016 

 Past stocking (unclear), club age  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Age of MPA-management group  Gurney et al., 2016 

 Forest age (pre-soviet or soviet)  

Jamila Haider et al., 

2019 

 Number of years experience with aquaculture  Johnson et al., 2019 

 Historical timber extraction  Sharma et al., 2016 

 Year park founded, antiquities act (binary) Yandle et al., 2016 

A4 Location 

SES/territory boundaries  

Dancette & 

Sebastien, 2019 

 Actor location in location random effects  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Immigration of small-scale fishers, emigration of small-scale fishers Leslie et al., 2015 

A5 Leadership 

Entrepreneurship Trust in leader  

Cinner et al., 2012, 

Aaron MacNeil & 

Cinner, 2013 

 Degree of involvement, room for maneuver  

Dancette & 

Sebastien, 2019 

 Leader experience in # years  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Leadership  Gain et al., 2019 

 Trust in leader  Gurney et al., 2016 

 Presence of leader (scale: absence, weak, moderate, strong leadership)  

Jamila Haider et al., 

2019 

 Leader, Entrepreneurship  Partelow et al., 2018 

A6 Norms & Social 

Capital Trust in community, migration, involvement community events  

Cinner et al., 2012, 

Aaron MacNeil & 

Cinner, 2013 

 Ethnicity, religion  Aswani et al., 2013 

 

Esteem (actor's vision of others, respect of institutions) conflict (actor's vision of others, non-

compliance with institutions)  

Dancette & 

Sebastien, 2019 

 

Utilitarian Value Orientation, Biospheric Value Orientation, Pro-stocking social norm, Pro-stocking 

Personal norm, Pro-stocking attitude, Perceived behavioral control, Club heterogeneity of opinion, 

feasibility to stock more, feasibility to stop stocking, feasibility - other management, perceived 

flexibility of stocking  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Trust  Gain et al., 2019 

 

Trust in community, reciprocity, involvement in community groups, involvement in decision-making, 

cooperative behavioral disposition  Gurney et al., 2016 

 Trust (% of community with savings group membership)  Osuka et al., 2020 

 Theft  Partelow et al., 2018 

 Neighborhood cohesion (from three multiple choice survey questions) 

Schmitt-Harsh et al., 

2020 

 Years of educational attainment (mean), voter turnout Yandle et al., 2016 

A7 Knowledge Of 

SES Recognition of human agency  

Cinner et al., 2012, 

Aaron MacNeil & 

Cinner, 2013 

 

Vision of common action (cooperation), vision of social issues (conflicts), vision of environmental 

issues (cohabitation), vision of man-nature relationship (domination)  

Dancette & 

Sebastien, 2019 

 

Number of information sources used, Knowledge of stocking-related regulations, Consideration of 

alternatives to stocking, # of ecological monitoring actions performed  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Environmental knowledge  Gurney et al., 2016 

 Model type, use of emerging science/knowledge about threshold  Kelly et al., 2015 

 Perception of mangrove  Partelow et al., 2018 

 Resident time at parcel (years) 

Schmitt-Harsh et al., 

2020 

 

 

   



 

 

A8 Importance Of 

Resource Marine resources as primary occupation, occupational diversity  

Cinner et al., 2012, 

Aaron MacNeil & 

Cinner, 2013 

 Occupation  Aswani et al., 2013 

 

Beloved entities, attachment degree, social implication of attachment, spatial implication of 

attachment, disliked entities, distance degree, social implication of distance, spatial implication of 

distance  

Dancette & 

Sebastien, 2019 

 Frequency of moose meat consumption  Dressel et al., 2018 

 Alternative drinking water sources used concurrently with waterpoint  Foster & Hope, 2016 

 Pro-stocking social pressure  Fujitani et al., 2020 

 Fisheries dependence  Gurney et al., 2016 

 Economic dependence, livelihood diversity, livelihood diversification  Osuka et al., 2020 

 Number of livelihoods  Partelow et al., 2018 

 Number of small landholdings  

Rana & Miller, 

2019a, 2019b  

A9 Technologies 

Available Access to a pump Partelow et al., 2018 

 

 

Table A3.5. Indicators and evaluation criteria used to measure Interactions (I) and Outcomes (O) 2nd tier variables of the SESF. 

Variable Indicator Paper 

I1 Harvesting Landed biomass of cod (kg)  Filbee-Dexter et al., 2018 

 Standard lease area, LPA lease area  Johnson et al., 2019 

 Kilocalories for diverse crops Rocha et al., 2020 

I2 Information 

Sharing Collaboration across management entities  Kelly et al., 2015 

 Teaching aquaculture to next generation in the family Partelow et al., 2018 

I3 Deliberation 

Process Collaboration across management entities Kelly et al., 2015 

I4 Conflicts Number of moose-car collisions, browsing damage on scots pine, potential for conflict index 

on moose managers evaluation of moose population  Dressel et al., 2018 

 The presence of conflict and resolution arena  Jamila Haider et al., 2019 

 Level of conflicts at lease hearings  Johnson et al., 2019 

 Collaboration across management entities  Kelly et al., 2015 

 Forest fire occurrences Rana & Miller, 2019a, 2019b  

I5 Investment 

Activities Harvested timber volume  Filbee-Dexter et al., 2018 

 

Hours spent working at pond per day, purchasing of fertilizer, purchasing of fish feed, 

purchasing of fish fry, purchasing of seaweed seed, receives government subsidies  Partelow et al., 2018 

 Irrigation facility maintenance   Su et al., 2020 

 Park budget, park avg # full time employees Yandle et al., 2016 

I7 Self Organizing 

Activities Geographic coverage of moose management units MMU  Dressel et al., 2018 

 Presence of self-organizing activities Jamila Haider et al., 2019 

O1 Social 

Performance Perceived impacts on livelihoods, reported compliance 

Cinner et al., 2012, Aaron 

MacNeil & Cinner, 2013 

 Inferred from conflicts and development patterns  Johnson et al., 2019 

O2 Ecological 

Performance In situ reef fish biomass 

Cinner et al., 2012, Aaron 

MacNeil & Cinner, 2013 

 NDVI (mean annual normalized difference vegetation index)  Rana & Miller, 2019a, 2019b 

  Tree species richness, parcel-level canopy cover  Schmitt-Harsh et al., 2020 

 

 

 



 

 

Table A3.6. Indicators and evaluation criteria used to measure Social, Economic, and Political Setting (S) and Related Ecosystems (ECO) 2nd tier 

variables of the SESF. 

Variable Indicator Paper 

S1 Economic 

Development Human Development Index (HDI) score Kelly et al., 2015 

S2 Demographic Trends Metrics from US Census (Hanes 2018; Johnson et al., 2019 & Hanes 2018)  Johnson et al., 2019 

 Population trend, inter regional migration, intraregional migration  Rocha et al., 2020 

 Labor outflow  Su et al., 2020 

S4 Other Governance 

Systems Larger legal framework present Kelly et al., 2015 

S5 Markets 

Distance to market  

Cinner et al., 2012, 

Aaron MacNeil & 

Cinner, 2013 

 Market access Rocha et al., 2020 

ECO1 Climate Patterns Days under threshold of beetle mortality temperature, mean summer air temperature, bottom sea 

temperature from stock assessment surveys  

Filbee-Dexter et al., 

2018 

 Rainfall season  Foster 

 Sea level rise, flooding, changes of upstream flow  Gain et al., 2019 

 Temperature, precipitation, land surface temperature  

Rana & Miller, 

2019a, 2019b 

 Aridity, mean temperature Rocha et al., 2020 

ECO3 Flows Into/Out Of 

SES Reforested area minus area burned, biomass of age 1 cod entering the fishery  

Filbee-Dexter et al., 

2018 

  

Median soil water holding capacity, No. of months with precipitation over 60mm, slope 75th 

percentile in district Rocha et al., 2020 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix 4: Review evaluation form and author survey 

 

A4.1 Literature review data evaluation form questions. 

The literature review evaluation form was developed starting in August 2020 and iterated based on 

existing author knowledge of the SESF literature and through several rounds of evaluation form pre-

testing on a subset of the publications included for review. Questions and categories of responses were 

modified and adjusted based on the initial pre-testing process. For a small number of questions, namely 

regarding analytical methods and data collection methods, an initial list of expected response categories 

was provided but new categories were also identified and coded during the review. For these questions, a 

second final evaluation round was conducted with the fully generated list of response categories. In other 

questions, such as research objectives of the study, text was extracted from the introduction and/or abstract 

of the paper and analyzed and coded qualitatively into thematic categories. To test for consistency and 

coding, authors completed the evaluation form separately for a subset of papers and compared results. 

During the final evaluation process, all areas of coding ambiguity or disagreement were discussed as an 

author team to reach consensus. Publication evaluation was completed in January 2021. Descriptive 

summary statistics were analyzed using Excel and R, and statistical figures created in R. 

 

Literature evaluation form questions.  

Bullet points represent evaluation questions coded as multiple choice. All other questions were evaluated 

from short-text reviewer summaries or text extracted directly from the publication. 

 
1. Does the article include (empirically or explore conceptually) a quantitative analysis of the SESF? (Criteria: 

Clearly applies one or more indicators measured quantitatively. And/or applies some degree of quantitative data 

analysis). 

 Yes (quantitative or mixed-methods) 

 No (e.g., qualitative analysis. Exclusion criteria) 

 

2. Country (or countries) where SESF was applied: 

 

3. What is the focal SES of the study (irrigation systems, pond aquaculture, etc.)? 

 

4.What are the focal unit(s) of analysis? (Units being observed and/or compared in analysis.) 

 

5. How are the SES boundaries defined for the purposes of the study? 

 Primarily by social boundaries (administrative boundaries/units, etc.) 

 Primarily by ecological/biophysical boundaries (estuary boundaries, etc.) 

 Mixed boundaries (e.g., clearly defines both governance and ecological boundaries separately) 

 Unclear/NA 

 

6. Focal spatial level units of analysis: 

 Local (community) 

 Regional (district, subdistrict, etc.) 

 International (across countries) 

 Unclear/NA 

 

7. What are the primary study objectives? Extract the section of the introduction that most explicitly highlights the 

primary aim(s) of the research. Could be a single statement, or an entire paragraph. (Categories of primary aims will 

be later inductively coded) 

 

8. What inclusion/exclusion criteria (if any) are given to justify variables used/not used in study? List. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

9. Was overall data collection primary, secondary, or both? 

 Primary 

 Secondary 

 Both 

 Unclear/NA 

 

10. What analytical methods were applied to the quantitative application of the SESF? (Can select multiple.) 

 Diagnostic characterization analysis: (Characterization of a set of relevant SESF variables which also 

identifies normative assessment of the values of each variable) 

 Descriptive characterization analysis: (Characterizing SES, focused on describing/characterizing an SES 

and individual variables. Measures variables, without explicit normative evaluation of these measures). 

 Explanatory-Outcome variable analysis: (Applying SESF variables for independent/dependent variable 

analysis. Assesses sustainability through measurement of specific outcome variables.) 

 Comparative analysis/Small-N (<30 units of analysis compared) 

 Comparative analysis/Large-N (30+ units of analysis compared) 

 Meta-study 

 Model-based/simulation analysis of system dynamics 

 Temporal analysis (longitudinal study design) 

 Experimental analysis (apply experimental approach) 

 Mixed-conceptual analysis (SESF applied along as supplement to other framework/concepts). Note which 

additional framework: ___________ 

 Participatory analysis (analyzing stakeholder SES knowledge, preferences, deliberation) 

 Other:  

 

11. Specific analytical tool(s) used (PCA, cluster analysis, fuzzy cognitive mapping, etc.): 

 

12. SES stakeholder involvement in study 

 SES stakeholders used as a primary data source 

 Stakeholder input explicitly influenced study design/research objectives/research questions 

 Article identifies plan to share/communicate important outcomes with SES stakeholder 

 No stakeholder involvement explicitly identified 

 Other/NA: 

 

13. If given, identify the supplementary data link, database, or other publicly available data source where data is 

shared 

 

14. Did the research operationalize any of the 2nd tier SESF variables? 

 Yes 

 No 

 Unclear 

 

15. If clear, how many 2nd tier variables were operationalized? 

 

16. If clear, how many indicators were measured? 

 

17. Did the authors modify the SESF for their study? (Adding additional variables, changing/combining first-tier 

categories, etc.) 

 No 

 Added new 2nd tier variables 

 Added new 1st tier variables 

 Modified existing 2nd tier variables 

 Modified existing 1st tier variables 

 Other: 

 

 



 

 

18. Are inclusion/exclusion criteria given for variables used/not used in study? 

 No inclusion criteria 

 No exclusion criteria 

 inclusion criteria given 

 exclusion criteria given 

 No 2nd tier variables/NA 

 

19. If 2nd tier variables were operationalized, was any raw data transformed for analysis? 

 Yes 

 No 

 Unclear 

 

2nd tier variables evaluation. All questions evaluated separately for all of the 2nd tier SESF variables 

in the latest version of the framework (Table 1). 
 

1. Was this (e.g., RS1, RU1, etc.) 2nd tier SESF variable operationalized? 

 Yes 

 No 

 

2. Stated contextual definition of the variable (if given): 

3. Was a hypothesis given for the stated variable? If "yes", provide the hypothesis 

 Yes 

 No 

 

4. If stated, what type of variable? 

 Independent 

 Dependent 

 Descriptive 

 Moderating 

 Mediating 

 Not Stated 

 Other: 

 

5. What indicator(s) were used to measure this variable? 

6. How did they collect the variable indicator data? 

 Primary: Interviews (example: KII or semi-structured) 

 Primary: Standardized questionnaires 

 Primary: Focus group discussions 

 Primary: Field observation 

 Primary: Social experiments 

 Primary: Participatory methods 

 Primary: Environmental/biophysical surveys 

 Primary: Lab experiments (environmental/biophysical) 

 Primary: Field experiments (environmental/biophysical) 

 Secondary social data (e.g., demographic/census data) 

 Secondary environmental/biophysical data (e.g., existing water quality data) 

 Secondary spatial/satellite data 

 Other/unclear: 

 

 



 

 

7. What was the raw data type? 

 Binary 

 Categorical 

 Ordinal 

 Continuous quantitative 

 Discrete quantitative 

 Qualitative 

 Other/unclear: 

 

8. If clear, was the indicator(s) data type transformed for analysis? If so, what was the transformed data type? 

 

A4.2 Author survey questions 

Our researcher SESF survey was distributed to all corresponding authors of the 49 reviewed publications. 

23 responses were received from the period of February 2021 – June 2021. Short answer questions were 

analyzed and qualitatively coded into categories based on the broad themes and content of responses. 

Likert scale questions were answered on a 5-point scale from strongly agree to strongly disagree. For the 

final figure, this scale was reduced to a 3-point agree-disagree scale to better highlight patterns of 

agreement and disagreement.  

Short answer questions.  

Q1: A large number of frameworks for studying human-environmental interactions exist in the literature. For your 

study, why was Ostrom's social-ecological systems framework (SES framework) chosen? 

Q2: What were the most positive aspects of applying the SES framework in this study? Briefly describe.   

Q3: What were the most negative aspects of applying the SES framework in this study? Briefly describe. 

Q4: What, if anything, do you think the SES framework is missing? 

Likert scale questions. All questions answered on a 5-point scale from strongly agree to strongly disagree. 

Q5: It was clear how to apply the SES framework for our empirical research. 

Q6: It was clear how to identify which SES framework variables were relevant (or irrelevant) for our study's SES 

case. 

Q7: It was clear how to identify relevant measurable empirical indicators for the SES framework variables which we 

included in our study. 

Q8: It is clear how the SES framework can be used as a tool to support the building and testing of theories. 

Q9: Because we used the SES framework, it is more likely that our empirical data can be compared with other 

studies using the SES framework. 

Q10: Would you use (or are you currently using) the SES framework again in your research? (Yes/No/Maybe) 
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